3-34-1, Nishi-Ikebukuro, Toshima, Tokyo 171, Japan (Received : January 10, 1994 ; Accepted for publication : February 24, 1994) There are so many investigations before 1980 on dispersion in laminar flow.1)-16) Yu17) studied the dispersion of a small quantity of a solute initially injected into a round tube in which steady-state laminar flow exists. Vrentas and Vrentas18) developed an asymptotic solution for the dispersion of a passive solute in a Newtonian fluid in fully developed, laminar flow through a straight, circular tube. Daskopoulos and Lenhoff19) studied the axial dispersion coefficient in laminar flow in a tube and pointed out that the dispersion is generally smaller in a curved tube than in a straight tube, because of the enhancement of lateral transport by secondary flows . Mansour20) solved an exact, closed-form solution of a mathematical model describing the transport of solution mattcr in a solvent inside a circular tube in terms of a confluent hypergeometric function and showed to be in excellent agreement with published experimental and numerical works. Shankar and Lenhoff21) pointed out that the axial dispersion of an impulse tracer injected into a fluid in a flow in a tube is caused by the interaction of radial diffusion and the nonuniform velocity profile.
In relation to flow injection analysis, many investigators reported on the dispersion in laminar flow. Vanderslice et al.22) derived expressions for the dispersion and the travel times of samples in single flow-injection analysis systems. Ramsing et al.23) proposed the study on the highly reproducible concentration gradients formed between an injected sample zone and the carrier stream in flow injection analysis for titration based on measuring the time span between points of identical gradient dispersion. Riley et a1.24) reported an alternative approach to flow-injection analysis. Reijn et a1.25) studied the dispersion of an injected sample zone caused by transport phenomena in most flow injection analysis systems. Betteridge et a1.26) studied dispersion and chemical reaction in a single-channel flow-injection system modeled by a random walk method. Vithanage and Dasgupta27) studied controlled dispersion with multidimensional spectral detection. Kristensen et a1.28) studied on voltammetric microelectrodes with a total tip diameter of approximate 20n to probe dispersion in a simple flow-injection analysis system. Melnik and Fejes29) reported a review with 25 references concerning theoretical solutions of dispersion in flow-injection analysis and methods for suppression of axial dispersion. Stults et al. 30 ) reported experimental studies on the effect of temperature on dispersion in a flow-injection system. Zagatto et a1.31) reported that the addition of a confluent stream increased the mean length of the sample zone and simultaneously decreased the involved concentrations. Kolev and Pungor32) investigated single-line flow-injection systems with two types of reactor with different dispersion characteristics. Toei33) developed a multifunction pump delivery system with which any flow patterns were easily programmed and investigated the potential of the flow-gradient function in flow-injection analysis. McGowan and Pacey34) studied the effects of increasing internal diameters of coiled tubing in large-bore systems. Stone and Tyson35) studied the application of 2 models based on the stirred mixing tanks, the well stirred tank and the 2 tanks in parallel models. Muller and Kramer36) investigated the factors affecting the dispersion obtained in a flow injection system. Brooks and Rullo37 studied on the minimal dispersion flow injection analysis systems for automated sample introduction. Ilcheva and Dakashev38) developed the research on two-electrode cell for constant-potential coulometric detection in flow-injection systems. Chung and Ingle39) proposed a new procedure for obtaining analytical kinetic information in a single-line flow-injection analysis system. Johnson et a1.40) studied the reduction of injection variance in flow-injection analysis. Van Staden41),42) investigated the response time phenomena of coated open-tubular solid state silver halide selective electrodes and their influence on sample dispersion in flow-injection analysis. Korenaga43) studied solute dispersion of an injected sample plug by using an experimental apparatus with ideal laminar flow in order to develop a hydrodynamic model for the design of sensitive and precise flow-injection analysis systems. Wentzell et a1.44) investigated the evaluation of dispersion profiles by using random walk simulation in flow injection analysis. Studies arc limited to the case of dispersion in straight tubes with laminar flow and no reaction.
Rios et a1.45) applied multidetection in unsegmented flow systems with a single detector to chemical reaction. Kuroda et al.46) applied also the multidetection to simultaneous determination of iron(II) and (III). Li and Narusawa47),48) studied experimentally the sample zone dispersion in laminar flow by using zone circulating flow injection analysis (ZCFIA). There are three main bibliographies by Ruzicka and Ideal flow model and equations of injected sample zone in a tubular reactor First, the ideal flow model of the injected sample zone in FIA system without containing a chemical reaction is shown in Fig. 1 . By analyzing the model, the following equations (1)- (10) are derived. In these equations, L is a length (cm) of the tubular reactor; Lr is a traveled distance (cm) of the injected sample plug making physical dispersion and Ls is a plug width (mm) of the sample injected at a split second. Consequently, Ls obeys the following equation: (1) The numerical values of D were obtained by substituting Hmaxs of the peak heights being existed in Fig. 2 into the equation (11) .
Connecting each peak of the damped curve with the smoothed curve as shown in Fig. 2 , H values at each instant time from 20 to 250 with every 10 seconds were obtained under 10 steps of flow rates mentioned above. And substituting H for Hmax into Eq. (11), values of dispersion coefficient D at each instant time were also obtained.
Computer aided simulation Using UBASIC program,53) the following three relationships were obtained: that is t and Lr at constant Qc (DIM 2), t and Qc at constant Lr (DIM 10, Fig. 3) , and Lr and Qc at constant t (DIM 2, Fig. 4) .
Next, the following five relationships between dispersion coefficient D and FIA parameters: that is, D and Lr at constant Qc (DIM 7), D and Qc at constant Lr (DIM 7, Fig. 5 ), D and Qc at constant t (DIM 7), D and t at constant Qc (DIM 7, Fig. 6 (a) ) and D and t at constant Lr (DIM 7, Fig. 6 (b) ). Symbol DIM means dimension of the matrix in the curve-fitting program, and DIM-1 corresponds to the order of polynomials. Therefore, DIM = 2 means the relationship is the linear regression.
Molecular dispersion A group of the plots of Lr against Qc was obtained as shown in Fig. 4 . It is observed that even if the Qc is nought, Lr is not nought and the intercept increases with increase in residence time (t). If analyzing the phenomenon, it may be thought that the intercept comprises the length of the injected sample plug (Ls) and the diffusion distance (Lm, f) caused by molecular dispersion of the sample plug. On the other hand, according to the equation (10), if Qc is decreased to nought, the following equation can be derived:
where L is positive and increases as the time t increases. Fig. 4 shows that the intercept at Q c Fig. 3 . Relationship between t and Qc at each constant Lr Values of Lr (cm) are 100, 300, 500, 700, 900, 1100, 1300, 1500 and 1700 from bottom to top, respectively. Analytical expression of dispersion Analyzing these curves concerning Qc, Lr and D, the following mathematical expression was obtained. (12) where, K3 is a constant.
In addition, if the Eq. 1 is substituted into the expressions (12) and (14), the following expressions will be further deduced:
From the expressions (8), (9) , (10) and (14), the following expressions are also obtained:
Computer aided simulation for dispersion theory (a) Relation of dispersion coefficient D with the length of tubular conduit Lr and the volumetric flow rate Qc By taking logarithm of D subtracted by 1 in Eq. (12), we obtain the following equation. (b) Relation of dispersion coefficient D with the volumetric flow rate Qc and the time t By taking logarithm of D subtracted by 1 in Eq. (13), we obtain the following equation. (c) Relation of dispersion coefficient D with the length of tubular conduit Lr and the time t By taking logarithm of D subtracted by 1 in Eq. (14), we obtain the following equation. Table 2 Relationships between p and a2 at each constant log t and between ts and a2' at each constant log Qc in Finally, the present paper realized quantitative conclusions for the analytical expressions from Eq. (12) to Eq. (16) by the computer aided simulation.
Conclusion
1: In FIA system, the interrelations among L, Q, T, r and Sv obey the equations (8), (9) and (10) . When volumetric flow rate of the carrier stream is fixed, the residence time of sample zone would be proportional to the traveled distance of the sample zone; if the traveled distance of the sample zone is fixed, the residence time of it would be reciprocally proportional to the volumetric flow rate of the carrier stream; if the residence time is fixed, the traveled distance of sample zone would be proportional to the volumetric flow rate (or mean linear flow velocity) of the carrier stream; even if the flow of the sample zone stopped, dispersion of injected sample zone is continuously conducting and the dispersing distance of the sample zone is monotonously increas ing with elapsing time of the carrier stopped. 2: In FIA system, when volumetric flow rate of the carrier stream, inner diameter of the tubular reactor and injected sample volume arc fixed, dispersion of the sample zone will increase with increase in the reactor length (cf. Eq. (12)). However, if the length and inner diameter of the tubular reactor, and injected sample volume are fixed, dispersion conversely decreases with increasing in volumetric flow rate of the carrier stream (cf. Eq. (15)).
3: In FIA system, if the residence time of sample zone, the inner diameter of the reactor and injected sample volume are fixed the dispersion would increase with increasing in the volumetric flow rates of the carrier stream within narrow conduit system (cf. Eq (13)); if the volumetric flow rate of the carrier stream, the inner diameter of the reactor and injected sample volume are fixed, the dispersion would increase with increasing in the residence time of sample zone. Table  3 Relationships between ƒÊ1 and a3 at each constant log t and between ƒÊ3 and a3'
at each constant log L, Although this conclusion 3 may be in contradiction to the conclusion 2, this conclusion also holds under the restricted conditions. It is worthwhile to mention that to make qualitative correlations among the parameters of Q, L, T and D in FIA system without any definite conditions will mislead the conclusions.
4: According to above expression (cf. Eq. (14)) in FIA system, if the length and inner diameter of the reactor, and injected sample volume were fixed, the dispersion would also increase with increase in the residence time of the sample zone flowing through narrow conduit system; if the residence time of the sample zone and injected sample volume are fixed, the dispersion also increases with increasing in the length of the reactor.
5: In FIA system (cf. Eqs. (15) and (16)), if the length and inner diameter of the reactor, and the volumetric flow rates of the carrier stream (or the residence time of the sample zone) are fixed, the dispersion would decrease with increase in the injected sample volume. If the injected sample volume increases up to the total volume of the reactor, the value of the dispersion coefficient will approach to unity.
6: From the above expression in FIA system (cf. Eqs. (15) and (16)), if injected sample volume, the length and inner diameter of the reactor , and the volumetric flow rates of the carrier stream (or the travel distance of the sample zone) are fixed, the dispersion would increase with increase in the inner diameter of the reactor; besides, if the injected sample volume, the residence time of the sample zone and the volumetric flow rates of the carrier stream are fixe4 the dispersion would reversely decrease with increasing in the inner diameter of the reactor.
